Abstract-The development of highly dynamic and pervasive We propose a dynamic deployment service which interacts environments has lead to a proliferation of services coming with other services (service discovery, service matching...) from different providers. These services are usually deployed in order to dynamically deploy services with semantic. This independently of the context, platforms and devices present in the environment. We propose an ontology-based approach to work is a part of the ongoing European Integrated project: take advantage of semantic to enable an optimized deployment IST Amigo Ambient Intelligence for the Networked Home of services in pervasive environments. We realize a deployment Environment [4]. system which takes into account semantic description of services, The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In semantic description of environment and semantic description of section 2 we present a scenario illustrating the semantic deployment itself to apply deployment strategies. Our semantic section 2 p t e iusrat the rsemanc deployment is based on the Ontology Web Language for Services deployment Then, in secion 3 we survey some research (OWL-S). We enrich the OWL-S with devices and platforms efforts in the area of deployment, and semantic deployment. In considerations.
iusrat the rsemanc deployment is based on the Ontology Web Language for Services deployment Then, in secion 3 we survey some research (OWL-S). We enrich the OWL-S with devices and platforms efforts in the area of deployment, and semantic deployment. In considerations.
section 4, we present the semantic description of services with keywords: services, components, deployment, semantic, OWL-S. We describe our approach to semantic deployment in OWL-S, ontology. section 5, with its semantic description of service, environment and deployment. In Section 6, we present the implementation of our deployment system. Finally, we conclude with a sumThe development of highly dynamic and pervasive en-mary of our contribution and future works in section 7. vironments has lead to a proliferation of services coming from different providers. These services are usually deployed independently of the context, platforms and devices present II. SCENARIO in the environment. This opportunity raises the challenge of deploying heterogeneous services non-previously considered in the environment. Also, deploying services in pervasive Tom is in the airport, his flight has been delayed for three environments needs to be more autonomous and sensitive to hours. He wants to take some notes but he has not a text context. edition service on his mobile phone. So he uses a deployment In this domain, one of the most challenging objectives to service that he has on his mobile phone to deploy the available be achieved is to dynamically deploy services in pervasive text edition service. He gives a description of the service "text environments. A number of research efforts have been con-edition" and a description of the environment "airport waiting ducted in this area [5] , [2] , [8] . However, most solutions room". Unfortunately, there are not any suitable services didn't consider the context and the description of service semantically discovered in the environment. Tom decides to and deployment. While dynamic deployment allows some watch a movie, using a video service he has on his mobile degree of autonomy, semantic descriptions of services and phone, but due to its limited resources, he cannot use it. He environments allow user to be more sensitive to the envi-gives a semantic description of service "watch movie"' and ronment's changes, leading to a higher level of autonomy a semantic description of environment "airport waiting room and adaptation. Indeed, common semantic description resolves " to his deployment service. This deployment service has the the problem of the heterogeneous services and devices. We ability to semantically discover the services and the devices propose a service-oriented architecture for semantic deploy-available in his reach, to select the most appropriate service ment of services taking into account semantic description and the most appropriate device and to deploy the service in of service, environment and deployment itself. We define a this device. After device owner permission, it deploys Tom's service as a software unit able to be published, discovered and video service in Hans's laptop and displays the movie in the reused. We apply semantic deployment strategies to deploy nearest screen to Tom. While Tom is enjoying the movie, some services. Our semantic deployment is based on the Ontology passengers come in the waiting room. He is notified about Web Language for Services (OWL-S) [14] , which is one the existence of a "text edition" service. After service owner of the most prominent efforts for describing semantic Web permission, the deployment service deploys it in Tom's mobile Services. We apply OWL-S to describe services and devices, phone so Tom stops the movie and begins taking notes. [18] is a Java library for working with OWL-S description of platforms. Each device has a profile description. service description. It provides a high level of abstraction. A part of the profile description generated for a laptop device It was designed to let programmers access and manipulate used in our scenario is presented in fig 7. OWL-S service description easily. The OWL-S API provides a data model for services that reflects the structure of the OWL-S specification. In our case, we use the methods which allow to get the semantic description of services and devices. We use these methods to push (upload) and pull (download) services. As we have seen in the semantic deployment description, classes, Then it queries the ServiceDiscovery to discover each service has its own semantic description and each de-the services according to these semantic descriptions. The vice has its own semantic description. We add the semantic ServiceDiscovery retums a list of services discovered in the deployment description which can be instantiated in various environment. The DynamicDeploymentService also queries the ways that we have described in fig 8: ServiceDiscovery to search the local or global strategies. Our objectif is to semantically deploy services in pervasive the push function in case of deploying a video service environment. Most existing solutions to dynamic deployment from Tom's mobile phone to the environment. For that, poorly deal with semantic descriptions. We presented an archiwe instanciate push("watch movie", "airport waiting tecture for the semantic deployment of services in pervasive room").
environments. This architecture, based on a middleware dis-* pull(semantic description of service, semantic description tributed on each device, specially includes a Dynamic Deployof environment) allows to download a service according ment Service. This Dynamic Deployment Service takes into to its semantic description and the semantic description of account the semantic description of services and the semantic the environment. According to our scenario, to deploy a description of environments to apply deployment strategies. text edition service from the environment to Tom's mobile For these semantic descriptions, we use the OWL-S service phone, we use pull("text edition", "my device") ontology that we enrich considering devices and platforms . searchService( semantic description of service, seman-semantic. This solution offers great flexibility by enabling tic description of environment) allows the discovery of semantic discovery, matching, and deployment. services according to these semantic descriptions. In Our approach can be improved and several research issues can the scenario, we instanciate this function to search text be discussed: edition services, so we use searchService("text edition", . Deployed services: after deploying services, two cases are "airport waiting room").
possible. We leave the service in the execution platform . chooseService(semantic description of service, semantic or we destroy it after its use. description of environment, list of services, strategy)
. Deployment strategies: having local deployment strateallows to choose the service to deploy according to these gies allows a great autonomy of each platforms but descriptions. We instanciate chooseService("text edition", increases a lot services administration. Having a global "airport waiting room","Microsoft office, Open office ", view of services currently deployed is often very useful "nearest to user").
but introduces consistency problems. Intermediate strate-. chooseDestination( service reference, semantic descripgies have also to be explored. tion environment, deployment strategy) returns the lo-. Security: in pervasive environments, interacting with cation where to deploy a service. In our scenario, malicious platforms is possible. Uploading (push) or Tom wants to deploy his vido service in the environdownloading (pull) unkown services to platforms is risky ment, so we instanciate this function chooseDestinasince we do not know services providers neither services behaviours. Taking into account the service semantic can also be a criteria to allow or not the deployment of this service.
